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Brief Summary:
The large cap equity market now sits at a fork in the road. The bullish data has peaked but the bearish data
hasn’t increased. I’ve discussed each week this year how the breadth data had peaked and then we got the
momentum data showing the market was stretched (% above the 200-day MA). We got a gap down on
Tuesday, it was the second worst day for the Nasdaq 100 this year and the worst day for the Dow
Industrial Average since March 2023. However, in this week’s letter I share how the new low list hasn’t
begun to rise like in prior corrective periods. We aren’t seeing a pickup in new 20-day lows or 6-month
lows, and while the % above MAs has been declining, all three major figures are still above 50%. From
here, the bears need to see a rise in the bearish breadth data and the bulls need to improve the bullish
breadth data. Both are of course possible and until we see resolution there, we remain in ‘wait and see’
mode. 

Natural Gas has a really interesting chart this week, price has fallen to a major historical level that’s been
support several times at major price lows that have also all come in March when price has been at its
current level. Momentum is also stretched to the downside, 

This week we have U.S. markets closed on Monday for President’s Day. On Weds. we’ll get a look at the
FOMC minutes and the hotly anticipated NVDA earnings. 

Market Dashboard
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On Tuesday we had VIX intraday spike up near 18 before setting at the close just under 16. This resulted
in a 3-sigma move (shown on later page) and the VRT has pulled back to 48.

Volatility: VRT 
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Volatility: Top & Environment
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While the VIX had a spike last week, we did not get a VIX Top Signal.



We remain in a firm contango curve for volatility. 

Volatility - Curve
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Here’s an updated look at the Sigma Chart, which shows when the VIX experiences a 4 of 3 sigma 3-
day move. We haven’t had one of these in quite a while, but Tuesday’s move gave us the first 3 sigma
advance in several months. 

Volatility - Sigma Move
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SKEW, an index created in attempt to measure tail risk in the S&P 500 30-day time horizon, defined
as a two standard deviation event based on out-of-the-money option activity. SKEW by itself doesn’t
get a lot of attention but I like to look at it relative to VIX. Looking at the relative trend in the ratio
and if its diverging from the price action in the S&P 500. The ratio peaked at the end of last year as
VIX bottomed, and with the mild strength in the VIX, the 60-day correlation is close to moving
negative. Notice the significance of prior instances of at or below negative correlation. It hasn’t
happened often. We have 2007, 2012, during the parabolic melt up at the end of 2017, again at the end
of 2018, before the Covid Crash in 2020, at the end of 2021 and most recently before this past
summer’s brief pullback. And now it’s happening today. The 60-day correlation is at the same low
level as it was last summer. 

Volatility - SKEW
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Maestro Model 
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Please be sure to check out the Maestro Model Summary PDF in the Archive on the website. 

The Maestro Model continued to print Aggressive Bearish Signals last week despite the slight
improvement in the Trend/Momentum and Breadth categories. 



Maestro Model - Categories
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Breadth rose one point and Trend/Momentum increased by 3 points. 



Sentiment Score 
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The average stock sentiment in XLE has been steadily rising to near a YTD high, this is worth keeping an
eye on. The most recent XLB bullish signal marked the latest bottom, and the sector now has the second
highest sentiment score. XLK sector sentiment has continued to diverge lower but the average stock
sentiment remains elevated and confirming the weakness in the sector’s score as of yet.



Sentiment Score: XLF & XLY
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Sentiment Score: XLI & XLB
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Sentiment Score: XLRE & XLC
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Sentiment Score: XLP & XLU
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Sentiment Score: XLK & XLV
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Sentiment Score: XLE
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Below is a table of 16 gauges of risk appetite such as offense vs. defense sectors, foreign markets vs.
domestic, small vs. large cap, lumber vs gold, high beta vs. broad market, high yield debt vs. Treasury debt,
etc. The table shows each ratio's 1-year percentile going back the last 35 trading days. As the data
improves, it turns green and as it declines it becomes red.

Risk Appetite Ratio
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Bearish

Bullish

The average Risk Appetite Ratio percentile is at the 60th percentile.



Risk Appetite Ratio
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The Average Risk Appetite Ratio saw a very small tick lower last week, from 61st to 60th %tile. 
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Equities - Breadth

Below is a table showing the changes in breadth data over the last 35 days. This provides insight into
whether bullish or bearish data is improving or declining. 



The 20-day moving average continues to be short-term support for the S&P 500. I referenced this in a
recent Bloomberg interview which I also discussed the 13% spread between the Index and its long-
term average that I’ve shown a few times recent in this letter. Until this short-term average breaks, the
bulls remain in somewhat control. Momentum has once again dipped back under 70 with last week’s
gap down in the majority of large cap stocks and the index itself. 

Equities - S&P 500 Daily
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I've added an add'l section of the breadth thrust composite chart, titled Primary Long-Term Thrusts.
These are the handful of thrusts that are in the original composite that have the best track record and
only have the highest bar to clear to signal. The original composite is still what 'feeds' the breadth
category of the Maestro Model.

Thrust count is at 0.

Equities - Breadth Thrusts
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Breadth data based on moving averages remains relatively positive, as the three major averages are
still above 50% (most stocks are above) but we remain well off the highs set in December ‘23. While
watching the new lost lists closing (more later in the letter), I’m also keeping a close eye on the %
above the 200-day MA which is holding firm above 60%. Until we start seeing stocks break lower,
setting new intermediate new lows and also a break under 60% of stocks above their long-term
average, it’s very tough for bears to get a large enough grip to move the broad market lower. 

Equities - MA Breadth 
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Here’s the fork in the road the equity market has hit. We have the divergence in new highs but a lack
of new lows. We saw the same type of setup develop last summer that resulted in a 10% drawdown.
This doesn’t have to be the result, but it was back then so we’ll use it as the example today. We had 6-
month highs peak in late June/early July and drift lower until the market peaked a month later. While
the new high list was diverging, we didn’t get a pickup in new lows the Index had moved lower by
about 2% in early August and then we saw a ‘breakout’ in the new low list with the most new 6-
month lows in several months. Again, this happened when the Index itself had decline just a couple of
percent. Right now, the 15-day average of new lows is at 1%, basically zero. I’m watching for a new
2024 new high in this data to give a better chance that bears could get the Index trending lower. 

Equities - 6-month Highs/Lows
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Along the same theme as the prior chart, here we have the new 20-day low data. We can see the
bullish divergence last year as a lower-low in 20-day lows shows selling exhaustion, we went from
18% to 14% of stocks making a fresh low and a few days later the Index bottomed. Fast forward to
today, we don’t have a major pick up in this data, less than 10% of stocks (smoothed by 2 weeks) are
making new 20-day lows. Like the 6-month low list on the prior page, the 20-day low list will need to
start showing an up trend to suggest a breakdown in the trends of individual stocks. It hasn’t happened
yet, but that doesn’t mean it can’t. 

Equities - 20-day Low
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Here’s six of the market leaders. The names everyone recognizes, AAPLE, MSFT, NVDA, AMZN,
GOOGL, AND TSLA. These were the stocks that have helped drive the broad market higher and
account for the lions’ share of the YTD contributive gains. The concern here is, several are starting to
weaken. Apple is starting to make some lower-highs, Google is off its 2024 high, Tesla has been in a
down trend since mid-2023. It’s now down to NVDA, AMZN, and MSFT to keep the bull train
moving. While we could also see rotation in strength, the problem is the size of these stocks in their
weighting. They account for too much of the SPX to simply have some other names step forward as
leaders while these stocks turn into down trends and it not be ‘felt’ by the large cap index.

Equities - Leadership
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Speaking of the other 490+ stocks that also make up the S&P 500. Here’s an updated look at the 20-
day average of outperformance by large cap stocks. I last noticed that this indicator had drifted to
prior major inflection points that had led to several up trends in the relative performance of the equal
weight SPX (RSP) vs. the cap weighted (SPY). We started to see a very small tick up in this ratio last
week and the Outperformance indicator also moved higher. This is a positive sign for RSP but you’ll
note when RSP has rallied in these instances in the recent past, the Index has had some short-term
struggles.

Equities - Outperformance
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The Offense-Defense Sentiment Spread moved lower last week with an uptick in Defensive Sector
Sentiment. 

Equities - Sector Sentiment
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ETF Fund Flow

Below is a table with fund flow data through Thursday of last week.



Sector - Performance



Sector - Relative Strength

Below is a look at each sector's relative performance trend against the S&P 500.



Sector - Breadth 200-MA

No major changes to sector breadth last week, slight uptick in XLB, rising above XLY. 



Commodity - Natural Gas

Last week I shared the chart of the CRACK Spead which had begun rising, which was bullish for crude oil.
This week we’ll look at natural gas. Futures are now back at a major historical low. This was where price
bottomed back in March 1999 as well as March 2016, March 2020 and it’s where we find nat gas today.
Notice anything about the above dates? They all saw a bottom form in March. The 2020 instance saw price
consolidate until June before the move higher but price began forming the low in March. It’s really
interesting that we once again find natural gas at this same price and it’s almost March. Looking at
Volatility Adjusted Momentum, this is the lowest level it’s been since 2008. We got close to this level in
January ‘12 and December ‘15, each were the first low before price made its final bottom at slightly lower
levels (in the ‘15 occurrence, the March ‘16 was the final bottom). So, clearly momentum is ‘oversold’ at
these levels. Now what about sentiment, the Daily Sentiment Index (DSI) is at 21% bullish, higher than its
prior 2024 low, creating a slight bullish divergence. 



Daily Sentiment Index
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Source: trade-futures.com



Daily Sentiment Index
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Daily Sentiment Index
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Daily Sentiment Index
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Daily Sentiment Index
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Trend Models
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Trend Models
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Trend Models
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